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Ready To Take Your Conversions
To The Next Level?
Answer These 5 Questions!
DO YOU WANT TO:

1. Drive up your website visitors?

2. Boost your conversion rates by at least 200%?
3. Bring in MORE sales and annual revenue?
4. Become the leading business in your

niche?

5. Crush your competition completely?

If you said "yes" to any of these questions, keep reading! We've com
piled an expert industry report on this game-changing strategy. Every
page contains key information that will take your business to the next
level.
By the time you're done reading the report, you'll be equipped with
everything you need to know about winning your audience, boosting
your conversions, and securing more sales.

So, Your Website Isn't
Converting Quickly?
Here's Why!?
Things Have Changed, Do You Know...

After 8 Seconds,
Most Visitors Just Leave!
3 years ago, you had 15 seconds to win your website
visitors. Today, you only have 8 seconds. Now you can see
why content is king. If you don't give visitors exactly what
they want they'll go somewhere else to get it!. Al ways
include products, reviews, videos, and testimonials that will
keep visitors coming back for MORE.

96% Of First-Time Visitors Will
Leave Without Taking Action
Your website needs to grab your visitors' attention, make
them want to see more, and take action when they're
done. You need to give them Call to Actions that scream"
Click Here NOW", or your visitors will leave and you won't
be able to get them back.

A 1 second delay In Your Site Speed
Can Cause A Reduction In Conversions.
You can dramatically reduce conversions - so the images on
your site need to be optimized and load super fast - losing
business not because of your content , reputation or offer
but instead because your page isn't loading well on a mobile
device is a costly lesson to learn!

Unfortunately, over 90% of businesses are struggling with
these 3 issues. But there's more, if you're having trouble
getting leads and conversions, keep reading because we
have some invaluable insider information that'll make a
huge difference.

Top Trends Impacting Over 99%
Of Businesses Right Now!
These biggest trends are literally changing the faces of all businesses. Master
these and you'll be in the 1% that stand out.

57%

of online traffic is going to mobile devices

This means that visitors are using very small displays in comparison to
their desktops! As a business owner, you cannot lose sight of the fact
that the environment has changed so much and in this case, size really
does matter!
The layout of your website will look completely different from the one
customers see on their desktops! You can't afford to lose conversions
because you didn't pay attention to your customers' experience on
mobile! And, never forget that you're also competing with a ton of
distractions - other apps, constant notifications, and a very short
attention span. You constantly have to give unforgettable value to keep
your visitors' at tent ion.

88%

of consumers who search for a type of
a business on a mobile device will go to
that business in 24 hours

So, what does this mean? Well, if 6 out of every 10 visitors are viewing
your site on mobile devices and they like what they see, 90 % of those
customers will actually visit your business, based on their mobile
experience. So, how big is mobile? Huge!

customers stop engaging with content
if it doesn't display well on mobile devices

1 mistake on your mobile site could cost you 80% of potential
customers. It could be a simple lag in scrolling , content that's hard to
read, poor resolution, etc. If your customers visit your site, using their
mobile devices, and aren't happy with what they see then they're not
going to come back. You can't let this happen!

Let's analyze another scenario together:
Let's say 6 out of 10 online users show up to your site - unfortunately, 5 could
bounce because your content isn't good! Just think about that for a second , all
6 came, but you lost 5 out of 10 potential customers because of simple issues
w it h your mobile site that could have been easily avoided.
YOU COULD BE LOSING 50% OF ALL
POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS
- but don't worry, because you can solve
pitfalls like this, quickly if you understand
these trends!
Another game changing trend that can make a huge impact:

If you 're still using a traditional website, t hen most of your customers are leaving
without converting.
Why?
The main thing stopping you from getting over 200% boost in conversions is the
click.
60% of users on mobile say scrolling is more convenient with a thumb, but
constant clicking is not.
A standard, multi-page website is stopping your visitors from converting because
they don't have the patience to figure out all the pages.
If visitors don't know where to go, they'll leave your site, and look for another
business with an easier website to understand.
90% of business owners keep losing out on customers because of their websites.
You can't be one of them.
You need to get your website visitors to take action and make you more money.

The Secret To Boosting
Your Conversions
How To Get Your Website Visitors To Take Action
Before we talk about how to get your website to
convert, let's talk about the 4 actions you need
to take

THESE ARE THE TOP 4 ACTIONS BUSINESS OWNERS
WANT VISITORS TO TAKE:

So what's the secret to get visitors to click, subscribe, call or buy...answer
this question before you read on.

What's the most important tool
you have to get your business
more conversions online?

Split Testing
A split test is a method of testing multiple versions of a website (or individual
elements of a website) against each other to see which works best.
With this tool, you can:
Learn how customers actually respond to your content
Create better and more effective content .
Maximize web traffic and visit or engagement.

The A/B Test

Another common name for a split test is an A/B test. With this test, you divide
your web traffic in two, with half of your traffic seeing the original sit e and 50%
seeing the new one.
Overall, split testing is a cost-effective and easy way to improve your website
funnel and marketing strategy.
Improve your brand's story with constant, accurate tweaking. From headlines to
the color of your website's buttons, you can perfect anything with this tool. Think
of it as constantly improving your website, in order to achieve the highest
conversions and sales possible.

You can't split test or achieve maximum
conversions with a traditional website.
But you can achieve maximum conversions with a Funnel.
Your prospects don't want to go through 15 - 20 pages of web copy. They want
all the information on the same page .
They want a 1-page scrolling opportunity where they can see everything
about your business in one go.

THE BIG
SHOWDOWN·

High-Converting Funnels vs Traditional Websites

We've had many client s try to convince us that their long, user unfriendly
websites work way better than a funnel.
But, once they saw how the two matched up against each other, they couldn't
get rid of their old sit es fast enough!
Website funnels are the ultimate game-changer for your business, and this
table will show you how:

✅ All information is on 1 Page

❌Information is scattered across multiple pages

✅ Your brand story is easy to

⛔Hard for reader to grasp or understand the

read and understand

story

✅

User-friendly scrolling navigation

❌Hard to navigate. Lot s of c licking

✅

Easily funnel visitors to take action

⛔No clear action steps

✅

Instant split testing

✅

6-10 strong call to actions

⛔Weak or almost no call to actions

✅

Mobile friendly

❌Not mobile friendly at all

✅

Super easy to track conversions

✅

Give your visitors a FREE
IRRESISTIB LE OFFER (LM)

❌No ability to split test

⛔Almost impossible to t rack conversions
❌NO OFFER - just a contact us form or page

The Amazing
Benefits of a Funnel:
Funnels are the answer to your lead-generating, conversion-securing
problems. With these next-level sit es, you'll experience these benefits:

All Information Is On 1 Page
How do you get website visit or s to call you for a consultation? Convince them
with a killer website and an offer they can't refuse! Once a site visitor sees
that you're an expert in the industry, they'll want to contact you to find out
more, and giving them a great offer usually seals the deal! Customers will
rush to take advantage of an offer before it's too late!

A Super Clear Brand Story
A funnel lets you tell the perfect story. Your website visitors will understand
your business in seconds, increasing the chances of them taking instant action.

100% User Friendly
Funnels are SUPER easy and versatile. They look great on desktops, laptops,
tablets AND mobiles. No matter what device your visitors use, they'll easily be
able to see and enjoy all information, media, and buttons.

Funnel Visitors To Action
With the power of funnels and scrolling, you can guide your website visitors
through an experience that will leave them excited and ready to buy at the end
of it.

Instant Split Testing
(And Track Conversions)
The best way to create high-converting content? SPLIT TEST! You can't split
test a 15 page website in one go, but you can split test your website funnel with
ease! This tool allows you to boost your conversions, by tweaking your website
funnel until it is the best.

Multiple Call To Actions
Funnels allow for multiple, strategically placed CTAs that will have your
visitors clicking them within seconds.

Direct Ability To Give
Visitors An Irresistible Offer
What better way to seal the deal, than g1v1ng your website visitors an
irresistible free offer (lead magnet) at the end of the funnel? If your visitors are
fully convinced by the value you have to offer, they'll sign up for a free offer
immediately. A free offer that attracts your perfect buyer in exchange for their
contact info

There's no competition.
Website funnels are the way to go if you're serious about making
more money.
With an amazing website funnel, you can create the perfect site to
tell your brand story and bring in more leads and conversions.

Website funnels can take many forms, but the goal is always the same:
to bring in more leads and boost your conversions like crazy.
But, you can’t get these amazing benefits without them!
Want to know more tricks of the trade? Keep reading. With our expert
guidelines, you’ll start converting more and more customers over your
competition!

Ready To Get Thousands Of
Leads In Less Than A Month?
Contact Us Today!
PC Pros LLC
765-273-3401
pcprosllc@gmail.com

Myth Busted: The Truth

About Mobile Optimization
One of the biggest advantages website funnels offer is how they are
perfectly optimized for mobile devices. Many people who don't understand
this powerful strategy, will argue that their websites are "optimized", too. But ,
are they really?
This is what your website content looks like on a regular PC, and on the left is
what it looks like on mobile. Lots of content, multiple tabs in the navigation
bar, and no clear CTAs.

Does this look optimized to you? Of course not!
That's because most website content was never built for mobile viewing. 60%
of mobile users, see this when they try opening most websites. Does a site
like this make you want to convert? No.
Considering that 50% of people who conduct a local search on their smart
phone visit the physical store within a day, t here's a problem! If your site is like
this, you've been losing up to 50% of prospective customers!
Funnels can change this for you!
This is what a funnel looks like on your PC, and how it'll look on a mob ile.

Just because your site is mobile optimized doesn't mean your content is
mobile optimized. You need to be able to bring 20 sentences down to 3. But,
how do you do that? With a Funnel.

The difference between getting over 200% increase in conversions, and a 200% decrease in
prospects is your choice.
Are you going to stick to ineffective outdated website content, or do you want a dynamic
funnel that will multiply your conversions in less than a couple days?
The choice is yours!

The amazing thing about funnels is that they can work for any business.
A local veterinarian, Dr. Rosen, was struggling to get clients to purchase her
products and services for their pets. She had a website, but it was more of a
placeholder than a marketing tool.
After a year of poor sales, Dr. Rosen decided to revamp her marketing
strategy - starting with her website.
She ditched the traditional setup for a website funnel and was amazed to
find how easy it was to tell her business' story on one seamless page.
She used the same paid traffic strategy to reach her target audience, but this
time the results from her website visitors were amazing.

Most of these results happened in less than a month and continued to
improve long after. The only major thing Dr. Rosen changed was her web site.
She got to see the power of the funnel, and now her business is thriving
because of it!
Website funnels are a 10X opportunity that will set your business apart from
up to 90% of your competitors who are still using old, ineffective strategies. This
is the key to unlocking an increase in conversions by up to 20 0% or more. So,
if you're ready to take your business, and your sales, to the next level then you
need to keep reading.

Final Secret Ingredients For
Your High-Converting Funnel
By now , you know that you need to funnel your website and tell your brand's
story from beginning to end. Your website must scroll quickly and make it
easy for visitors to want to engage immediately.
Now let's give you 6 of the top 12 secret elements to make sure your website
converts all the time!
What do you put on this one page funnel that gets it to convert and tells a
great story?

1

Use Colors To Convert

Your call to actions should be a unique color so that the message really stands
out. You should not use more than 3 colors that go well together. Don't forget
to separate the important actions so that they're all consistent and your visi
tors know where to click.
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Caption: Websafe color wheel

2

Use Engaging Images That Show Emotion

Think of it this way: when people smile, we smile. Look for high quality
images that will keep your visitors interested and interactive. "Before and
After" pictures for the services you provide will work well, too! Get creative
with your ideas and blow away your audience!

3

Site Load Time Must Be Under 3 Seconds

A 1 second delay in your site's load time could cost you up to 7% of your
conversions. Your website should load in 1 - 3 seconds.
To make that happen, you should limit the number of videos and images that
load on your homepage. - give a url so they can test the speed of their site.
Your site's speed should load in under 3 second for every second longer, you
are losing customers!

4

You MUST Use Video

Video is the ultimate way to secure conversions on your site! The stats speak
for themselves:
■ Businesses who use video grow their revenue 49% more than businesses
who don't.
■ These businesses also receive 41% more web traffic than other businesses.
■ 70% of marketing professionals have said that including videos on their
sites has boosted their conversions majorly.

Contact Us Today!
PC PROS LLC
765-273-3401
https://pcprosllc.com/
pcprosllc@gmail.com
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